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Although Mo Fangbing was also worried about Yun chujiu, their relationship was not good enough. In 

order to save Yun Chujiu, she had to sacrifice her own life, so she was still calm. 

 

 

Teacher Pang rushed over when he heard the news, but he could only sigh. This deep valley of Hell had 

no return. The little girl was doomed. 

 

 

At this time, Xue Wuji opened his eyes and stood up happily. He looked around, but did not see Yun 

Chujiu. He only saw Jin Zhi standing at the side with red eyes. 

 

 

Xue Wuji’s heart skipped a beat. “Jin Zhi, where’s little sister Jiu?” 

 

 

Jin Zhi cried out loud. “Little Sister Jiu fell down the cliff! I wanted to jump down to save her, but they 

stopped me from doing so.” 

 

 

Xue Wuji’s eyes immediately turned red. “What? How did little sister Jiu fall down?” 

 

 

“Little Sister Jiu stood at the edge of the cliff to comprehend the inheritance. I don’t know how she 

suddenly fell down…” 

 

 



Before Jin Zhi could finish her words, diao Shaoyan said with disdain, “She probably thought that she 

couldn’t get into Xingtian Academy, so she jumped off the cliff to commit suicide. It’s good that such a 

good-for-nothing is dead!” 

 

 

Just as Diao Shaoyan was feeling proud of himself, he felt that his neck was tightly grasped by someone. 

He saw Xue Wuji staring at him with red eyes, which were full of coldness. 

 

 

“Xue Wuji, what are you doing? Let Go of me!”Teacher Pang shouted angrily. 

 

 

A few teachers came over and pulled Xue Wuji away. Diao Shaoyan kept coughing. It was not easy for 

him to catch his breath, but he did not dare to say a word. 

 

 

Xue Wuji was the same as Jin Zhi. He begged teacher Pang and the others to save Yun Chujiu, but the 

answer he received was still that no one could save Yun Chujiu. There was no way to return to this deep 

valley of Hell. There was no way to survive if you fell into it.., there was no need to sacrifice another life 

for a dead person. 

 

 

Xue Wuji’s expression gradually calmed down. Everyone thought that he had been convinced, so they let 

down their guard. At this moment, Xue Wuji ran to the edge of the cliff and jumped down. Jin Zhi 

followed closely behind. 

 

 

Mo fangbing’s eyes flickered a few times, but she still couldn’t move her feet. Although Mo Fangbing 

was a good grass person, there was no need to jump down when she knew it was death. 



 

 

When teacher Pang and the others saw that Xue Wuji and Jin Zhi had jumped down, they stomped their 

feet anxiously. Wasn’t this sending themselves to their deaths in vain? ! 

 

 

Everyone sighed. Not only was Xue Wuji a mutated wind spirit root, but he had also just received the 

inheritance. He actually died just like that. It was truly lamentable! 
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However, many people were moved by Xue Wuji and Jin Zhi. What kind of friendship was this that 

allowed them to jump down even though they knew they were going to die? Such a pure heart was 

really rare! 

 

 

However, no matter what, the fourth round of the test ended with such a regretful ending. A total of 

500 people received the inheritance. 

 

 

Teacher Pang announced that three days later, the students who had been accepted officially started 

school. Then, everyone dispersed, and the Heavenly Dao cliff once again returned to peace. 

 

 

After Xue Wuji and Jin Zhi jumped off the cliff, they only felt the whistling sound of the wind in their 

ears. The ground below was covered by clouds and mist, and nothing could be seen. 

 

 



Xue Wuji and Jin Zhi planned to use their swords to fly, but they were horrified to find that they could 

not use their swords at all. It was actually forbidden to fly here. A thought flashed through their minds. 

They were doomed. They were doomed! 

 

 

However, the two of them did not regret it. If they really abandoned Yun chujiu, they would be in pain 

and blame for the rest of their lives. 

 

 

After passing through the layer of clouds, both of them saw the dense white bones below. They guessed 

that they were the bones of humans or demonic beasts that had fallen from the past. Both of them felt 

a chill in their hearts. They would soon become one of these white bones, if they landed on the ground, 

they would be smashed into pieces. 


